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Minutes of the Nordic/Baltic Coordination meeting 2005 

Participants 

 
Norway – Norsk Luftsportsforbund/Norsk Aero Klubb 

          
Øyvind Ellefsen (OE)         Anders Barheim (AB)        Stein Tore Erdal (SE) 

 
Øyvind, board member NLF, leader of HG competition committee, CIVL alternate delegate 
Anders, member of PG competition committee 
Stein Tore, developer of the flightlog 
 

 
Iceland – Icelandic Hang Gliding Club 

 
Agust Gudmundsson (AG) 
 
CIVL delegate, CIVL Bureau member, Icelandic NAC vice president 
HG/PG competition committee chairman  
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Finland – Suomen Ilmailuliitto ry/Finnish Aeronautical Association 

     
Pasi Hynynen (PH)         Esa Alaraudanjoki (EA) 
 
Esa, CIVL alternate delegate 
Pasi, member of the HG/PG committee, responsible for HG competitions  
 
 

  Sweden – Svenska Skärmflygförbundet/Swedish Paragliding Association 

             
Riikka Vilkuna (RV)           HP Fallesen (HPF)            Håkan Polanik (HP) 
(Björn Ågren – BÅ - participated in item number 10.) 
 
Riikka, chairman of the Swedish Paragliding Association. CIVL alternate delegate, EHPU 
environmental officer. 
HP, vice-chairman of the Swedish Paragliding Association, CIVL & EHPU delegate. 
Håkan, member of the Safety and Training committee, member of the board of the Swedish 
Paragliding Association 
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Denmark – Dansk Drageflyver Union 

         
Scott Torkelsen (ST)           Nils Jørgen Askirk (NJA) 
 
Scott, CIVL vice-president, FAI-OLC working group, CIVL delegate, EHPU delegate  
Nils, CIVL alternate delegate 
 
 
 
 
 

  Lithuania – Lithuanian Hang Gliding and Paragliding Sport Federation 

 
Violeta Grigoraitiene (VG) 
General secretary of Lithuania PG and HG Sport Federation 
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  Latvia – Latvian Paragliding Association 

       
Sergei Samuilov (SS)   Anton Jelisejev (AJ) 
Sergei, CIVL Delegate 
Anton, director of PG club "ULTRA"             
 

 
 
1.  Opening of the meeting  
 
HPF opened the meeting at 9.30 and welcomed the participants to Sweden and to Stockholm.  
Meeting’s participants presented themselves. HPF commented that all invited countries except 
Estonia were present, but also Estonian Aero Club had sent its greetings to the meeting via its 
president.  

 
2.  Approval of the agenda  
A number of additions were made to the agenda and some minor adjustments to the working order.  
 
3.  Approval of the minutes from the meeting 2004 
 
The minutes of the meeting 2004 (Vilnius, Lithuania) were approved with two corrections:  
- Aivars Pucitis from Latvia was removed from the participant list and  
- spelling of Tor Erik Stranna’s name was corrected.   
 
 
4.  Nordic/Baltic cooperation  
 
The participation of the Baltic countries in this meeting was discussed. 
 
VG reported that Lithuanian HG/PG Association had discussed Nordic co-operation with 
Lithuanian NAC.  The Lithuanian HG/PG Sport Federation would like to be an observer (or a 
“guest-member”) for one more year, because there still remains a need to further develop the sport 
in Lithuania and to discuss all aspects of a membership in this co-operation forum. 
 
AJ reported from Latvia: the situation is about the same as in Lithuania. Latvia is very interested in 
co-operation, but would like to be an observer (or a “guest-member”) for one more year.  
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All participating Nordic countries accepted Lithuania’s and Latvia’s suggestion. At the moment 
Lithuania and Latvia are “observers”. 
 
 
5.  Nordic Championships 2005 and 2006  
 
Paragliding 
 
Nordic PG Open (cross country) was organised in Annecy, France by Club2000/Erik Rehnfeldt.   
 
AB: Nordic PG Open had a good organisation, a very competent task committee and the week was 
favoured by good weather, only one task was cancelled. Quite a few new pilots participated, also 9 
pilots from China. There were two rescue deployments and two other incidents, but these resulted in 
no serious injuries.  
 
HPF concluded that Nordic PG Open 2005 had obviously been a good competition. 
 
(Håkan Polanik (HP) arrived.) 

 
The participants reported on general development in competitions. It seems that hang gliding has a 
slightly downward trend, but in paragliding the situation is satisfactory. Some countries have a 
flatland competition and a mountain competition in their nationals - some organise national 
competitions abroad. In Finland the HG nationals attract about 15 pilots, in PG competition 
activities are growing.  

 
Lithuania has app. 30 PG pilots that compete. Several Finnish pilots took part in a Lithuanian cross 
county competition in 2005 and had made very positive remarks.  
VG commented that there should be competition organiser’s guidelines/rules about how to act in a 
case of a fatality; what to do, how to handle the contacts with the media or police, how to act in case 
of a fatality of a person who is not a citizen or a resident of the country.   
 
It was agreed that if any country that has a guideline it shall be distributed to the others.  
 
Hang gliding 

 
There were no HG Nordics in 2005.  

 
Bids for 2006  
 
PG acro 

  
OE: Norway and Pål Hammar Rognøy would like to organise a Nordic Acro competition in Åre, 
Sweden. A bid was presented to the meeting and a discussion followed. 
EA: approximately three pilots from Finland could participate. At the moment acro is not a 
competition branch in Finland even though some pilots have practised it.    
SE: Norway needs to have at least 10 pilots to have an acro competition.  
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It was decided to award the Nordic PG Acro Championship to Norway (NAK PG/HG). The place is 
Åre, Sweden and the date July 5

th
-8

th
 2006. The competition might be a “Svenskt Riksmästerskap” 

as well, that is the first step towards a full-scale Swedish Championship in this discipline.  
PG cross country 

 
AB: Norway would like to organise the Nordic PG cross country Championship 2006. Norway has 
“outsourced” the competition and would like to work with professional organisers. AB presented 
the options: Tolmin, Slovenia or Annecy, France. 
AB: Norway’s competition committee has already discussed the alternatives. At the time of the 
meeting Norway was in favour of Annecy, France right after the European Championships in 
Morzine, France. 
 
The meeting decided to give Norway the responsibility to organise the Nordic PG XC 
Championship 2006. The dates are 16

th
-22

nd
 July, 2006.  

 
 

PG precision landing 
 

Lithuania organises FAI World Championship in PG precision landing 2007 and a pre-event in the 
same discipline 2006. Lithuania/VG proposed the pre-event be classified as a Nordic championship.  

 
The meeting decided to award the PLA Nordic 2006 to Lithuania. Dates 16

th
-19

th
 February 2006, 

place Trakai.  
 

 
HG cross country 

 
Norway presented a bid for Nordic hang gliding cross country championship in Vågå.  
 
The meeting decided unanimously to award the Nordic HG XC Championship 2006 to Norway. 
Dates are July 23

rd
-29

th
 2006.  

 
 
6.  Nordic records and Nordic trophy  
 
Hang gliding  
 
Countries presented the national records that have been approved in 2005. The meeting concluded 
that three new Nordic records have been made (one of them already in 2004).  
 
- Hang gliding (female class): triangle 18,5 km, Virpi Nieminen (Finland), 3.7.2005. 

 
- Hang gliding (general class): speed over a 100 km triangle, 33,20 km/h, Olav Oppsanger 
(Norway), 11.7.2005. 
 
- Paragliding (general class): out-and-return speed over 50 km, 17,9 km/h, Peder Sperstad (Norway) 
8.6.2004. 
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The meeting discussed rules concerning pilot’s nationality and locations where Nordic records are 
made. The meetings participants agreed that there was a need to clarify the rules.  
 
AG proposed a change in 3.1 of the Nordic rules. The word “national” in front of “record” was 
deleted. Thus in the future a Nordic record does not have to be a national record. OE makes the 
changes in the Nordic rules. OE’s other smaller proposals to the Nordic rules were accepted.  
 
ST commented that national record rules need to be in line with FAI rules. ST urged all to read the 
current FAI rules.   
 
 
HG Nordic trophy 
 
OE reported that the trophy has been left to repair in Norway. 
 
Countries reported the longest flights during the year and the Nordic trophy went to Norway.  
 
Pilot: Olav Oppsanger, flight: a 101 km triangle. Date of the flight: 11.7.2005.  
 
 

PG Nordic trophy  

Countries reported the longest flights:  

Iceland: open distance 27 km, Sweden triangle 46,7 km, Finland open distance 101 km, Denmark 
open distance 53,7 km, Norway triangle 52,4 km.  

The trophy went to Norway to Sindre Hauglum, flight: triangle 52,4 km, date 23.4.2005.  

Finland presented Sindre Hauglum with a gift: Judy Leden’s book “Flying with the Condors”  

 

7.  Safety and training  
 
HPF commented that the Nordic meeting will no more collect statistics, but perhaps a general 
discussion is in place 
 
Iceland (AG): no accidents in HG, four minor accidents in PG. 
 
Finland (EA, PH): in HG an accident which resulted in a broken arm, and one collision in the air. 
There had been a quite serious accident in France with a female PG pilot. No fatalities in PG or HG.  
 
There had been five reports in PG of which three were stalls in towing. A PG pilot with an interest 
in the issue had made an analysis of accidents and it seems that there are some common 
denominators; weather of some minus degrees Celsius and time at the beginning of the flying 
season. A clear reason to why PGs sometimes stall at the beginning of the tow has though not been 
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found.  
 
Norway (OE):  two fatalities; one during the HG World Championships in Australia, one PG 
fatality in France. In Norway there were a few PG accidents (some broken backs), no trends can be 
seen but these were accidents that could have been avoided. In HG no accidents within Norway.  
 
SE: for PG pilots the loggboka has been a very good instrument and some statistic can also be 
made, such as:  
- in 2004 there were 25 000 + flights reported and 52 incidents/accidents. 
- in 2005 there were 22 000 flights reported (at the date of the meeting) and 47 incidents/accidents.  
 
 
Denmark (NA, ST): there were some serious accidents: one in HG and two in PG, mostly accident 
which occur when pilot fly at the coast, pilots are not paying enough attention to wind direction. 
Also foreign pilots flying at the coastal sites are causing problems for the Danish HG/PG 
Association and the Association is going to publish information on this. The info should be 
published in all Nordic countries.  
 
Sweden (HPF, RV, HP) 
27 accident/incident reports had come to the chairman of the Safety and Training Committee (STC) 
by the time of the meeting. The accidents had resulted in several foot fractures or injuries in the 
back. The STC analyses the reports and the issues are discussed during the annual instructor 
weekend.  
 
There was no information from accidents in hang gliding, with the exception of the fatality during 
schooling. It was a lock-out in low tow, the accident investigation has not yet been finished.  
 
Latvia (AJ): no serious accidents had occurred during 2005, one PG pilot broke a leg in Africa (a 
beginner flying on his own). 
 
Lithuania (VG): there was a fatality in HG; a very experienced pilot (Russian citizen living in 
Estonia) was flying a new glider after a break. The glider entered a lock-out at 50 m of height and 
dived into the ground. There were also three PG accidents, of these one was a collision in the air 
when soaring. Pilots survived with broken legs.  
 
Danish safety issue 
 
ST/NJA took up the question of visiting pilots who fly in Denmark by the coast. There have been 
accidents caused by foreign pilots and thus info should be distributed to PG/HG pilots of the Nordic 
and Baltic countries. People come and fly even though do not know how, park their cars in wrong 
places etc.  
 
ST commented that there are two options: to start paying for flying in Denmark or a check-up 
system that you have to i.e. visit a web page and find info about flying Denmark before you can fly. 
DDU has to find a solution one way or another. DDU will publish info on its website. Closing the 
website was not a good solution, DDU got more problems because of lack of info.  
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All countries were positive towards publishing information about flying in Denmark  
 
 
Membership numbers and schooling in 2005  
 
Finland (PH, EA): there are 10 000 members in the whole Finnish Aeronautical Association, of 
these are app. 290 PG pilots and app. 150 HG pilots = app. 540 altogether.  
 
Sweden (HPF, RV): there are 1400 licensed PG pilots plus 350 have been schooled in 2005. The 
trend is stable or slightly declining. Of the app. 1750 members are 164 paramotorpilots, only 14 fly 
only paramotor.  
According to HG association’s webpage are there 199 HG pilots in Sweden.  
 
Denmark (ST, NJA): trend is slightly declining numbers in HG. There are 600 pilots altogether HG 
and PG combined.  
 
Iceland (AG): there are app. 30 HG pilots (no new ones have been schooled). PG is growing and a 
professional instructor comes to Iceland every summer and stays for a month. 35 new PG pilots 
were schooled in 2005. There are app. 60 PG pilots now and the numbers grow annually by 10-20.  
 
Norway (OE, SE): Norway has stable numbers. There are 2299 members (the estimate is 2500 by 
the end of the year, HG and PG combined). There are about 1500 licenced HG/PG pilots.  
About 200-300 new pilots are schooled annually.  
  
Latvia (AJ, SS): there are 50 licensed PG pilots (all of these have a winch licence also), 20 new 
pilots are schooled and about 50% of these stay in the sport. .  
 
Lithuania( VG): there are 150 PG pilots ( and a few HG pilots), PG is slowly growing.  
 
RV commented that it seems that Sweden is the only country in Nordic/Baltic region where only 
licensed pilots or persons attending a course are members.  
 
 
Accident reporting  
 
EA: Finland is interested in Norway’s loggboka- based system.   
SE: Norwegian pilots can submit an accident report via loggboka and a copy is forwarded to the 
authorities. Reports are published on the website, but only by date, type of accident and the 
information which pilot chooses to be published. The new version of flight-log will be available for 
all pilots, problem with different requirements in different countries.  
AG: the reporting option is already available in Finnish as well (at least partly). 
 
 
New Swedish education system   
 
HP presented the new Swedish PG education system. (HP’s Power Point -presentation is available 
to those who want it). A discussion followed.  
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8.  Environmental issues 
 
RV reported on environmental issues in Sweden. There are more and more issues with sites; a lot of 
competition of space nearby bigger cities, sometimes conflict with other outdoor activities. PG/HG 
community needs to be active, participate in discussions and try to influence for example via 
Sports’ Confederations. In Sweden RV is a member of Sports’ Confederation’s council “Places for 
sport”. At the moment there are at least three hills/soaring places/airfields in the Stockholm that are 
threatened. We should work towards getting them classified as “sports arena”.  
 
RV is also lobbying towards the nature conservation authorities so that they would not make 
decisions that have long lasting effects negative effects on our activities.   
 
RV reported that CIVL’s environmental group has been started again and it will be lead by Thomas 
Senac (France). The group will meet the 10

th
 of Februry just before the CIVL Plenary. All delegates 

and other interested in the issue are naturally welcome.  
 
PH reported that in Finland some new flying sites have been opened, for example in Puumala the 
first only PG/HG airfield has been opened.   
 
Denmark: there are some problems, but the good news is the contract with Forest Authorities. The 
contract allows flying on cliffs in Själland that have previously been off-limits.  
 
9.  Acro flying  
 
The meeting discussed acro’s status in different countries.  
 
Norway (OE/AB): HG/PG association started a project some years ago, a training system was 
developed and now it has been integrated in the PP system. There are about 30 PG pilots flying acro 
AND about 15 HG pilots. Norway has an acro ranking and a national team.  
Norway will perhaps bid for 2007 Worlds in PG acro (in Voss).  
 
SE: there is always a discussion about the balance between too strict rules and too relaxed rules. 
At the moment Norway requires a PP5-licence (80 h flying time) and a course with an acro 
instructor. 
 
Sweden (HP): ther are some rules, but Sweden is about two-three years after Norway in 
development. There are some concerns about people buying small gliders and testing acro. Sweden 
does no want to forbid acro. Sweden is relying on a few enthusiasts and Norwegian experience. 
There are app. 10 pilots doing PG acro, problem might be with the ones who do not have a proper 
training, there happened a accident in Åre earlier this year. 
Sweden has a rule that a pilot needs a P3-licence (highest in Sweden) and 400 hours before flying a 
non-certified paraglider.  
 
Finland (EA): there are a few PG pilots, but no rules for acro. In HG there is no interest.  
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Iceland (AG): no acro.  
 
Denmark (ST): no acro, pilots are not really interested. 
 
Latvia (AJ): no special training for acro. Latvia has organised SIV courses over a lake with a help 
of a Russian instructor. It is mandatory to take the SIV course before doing unusual manoeuvres. 
 
Lithuania (VG): many dreamers, but not really pilots with necessary experience.  
 
 
10. Paramotoring  
 
(Björn Ågren (BÅ) arrived. )  
 
The meeting discussed how to treat paramotoring in this forum. Status of paramotoring  in different 
countries:  
 
Iceland (AG): CIMA is the governing body in the FAI, but partly it is PG pilots who fly 
paramotors.  
AG: we should only discuss paramotoring where the pilot takes off and lands on feet. By definition 
a foot launched paramotor is a PG on Iceland. Paramotors with wheels are microlights and shall be 
registered. There are about 10-15 paramotorpilots on Iceland. There is really no problem, all pilots 
are members of the HG/PG association.  
 
Sweden (HPF): there are two separate organisations (SSFF and SPF) controlling paramotoring. In 
Stockholm the paramotorpilots from both organisations fly together.  
 
BÅ: paramotoring is a new sport, and there are two types; foot-launched paramotors and the so-
called “paratrikes”. The Royal Swedish Aeroclub (KSAK/Motorflygförbundet) controls  
microlights. With wheels a paramotor is a microlight (registration etc.).  
BÅ reported about the international competition scene; the disciplines, the plans, towing 
discussions, classic and new classes. He had participated in a CIMA meet and it seems that a lot of 
questions remain to be solved.  
 
Denmark (ST, NJA): same situation as on Iceland. Paramotor pilots or PG pilots cannot fly over 
populated areas. There is no information on how many pilots fly paramotors, some are in HG/PG 
association, the association was “forced” to take footlaunched paramotors. DHPU would like to 
have seen paramotors in  microlights  
 
Norway (SE, AB): PG/HG can not fly over populated areas, tried to give paramotors to microlights, 
but have now the footlaunched paramotors within PG/HG. There are app. 50 paramotor pilots and 
10 pilots with Mosquitos (motorised HG).  
 
Finland (EA; PH): paramotors are paragliders, at the moment there are only foot-launched in 
Finland. Finland has also a tandem training system. There are more motors than pilots registered. 
Finland would like to co-operate with Sweden. Three pilots have applied for commercial licence for 
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photographing from a paramotor. Finland has translated Norwegian paramotor material.  
There was a very serious accident in 2005 where a pilot flew into a high voltage power line. He 
survived but with serious injuries.   
 
Finland has organised unofficial Finnish paramotoring championships in 2004 and 2005. There are 
about 50-70 pilots flying paramotors.   
 
Lithuania (VG): there are two paramotoring clubs, paramotors are officially microlights and this 
makes the licensing difficult. As a result there are many “wild pilots”. It would be better if they 
were in HG/PG because now paramotorings accidents for example are bringing bad publicity to PG 
in general.   
 
Latvia (AJ, SS): there are app. 30 pilots, mostly individuals flying in the countryside. Pilots are 
members of PG association, but the CAA would like to have them as microlights. PG association 
wants to keep at least the foot launched ones.  
 
The meeting decided that no competition issues or any records will be administered in this 
committee. Other foot-launched paramotoring will be discussed.   
 
 
11. CIVL matters  
 
ST and AG reported on the work in CIVL Board and referred to the Bureau meeting minutes that 
have been distributed to all.  
 
2008 bids were shortly discussed. Norway will most likely bid for PG World Acro Championships 
2008.  
 
Lithuania will organise a FAI category 1 competition in 2007 in PG precision landing.  
 
ST presented FAI/CIVL’s new visual image. There are now T-shirts, badges etc.  
 
AG recommended all to read Section 7D, which has been totally changed.  
 
ST reported that OLC (On-line contest) working group and FAI are trying to start co-operation 
(OLC is a German organisation for on-line competitions.)  
 
ST is responsible for records/badges and flight verification within CIVL. He mentioned that there 
are new instruments coming to flight verification. At the moment all instruments that can be used in 
competitions can also be used for setting records. No barographs are needed; the principle is that the 
same equipment can be used for determining a World Champion and setting World Records.  
 
 
Nordic/Baltic proposals to the Plenary 2006 
 
OE: the Nordic/Baltic countries should vote against the proposal from DHV (HG safety issue).  
DHV wants to be in competitions measuring gliders to see if they are modified.  
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OE: all gliders need to be modified for the specific pilot.   
 
There is a German proposal about having class 2 & 5 competitions with class 1. The meeting 
concluded that we should work in HG sub-committee for a requirement that in such a case the 
classes have different start time and a task. Before the CIVL Plenary this meeting’s participants will 
have contact via e-mail.  
Denmark and Norway have the responsibility to see that it happens.  
 
AG is working on software issues within the CIVL. He is preparing a new competitionsoftware 
(scoring, flight verification and communication to the WPRS). It is a uniform system which will 
allow more functionality; for example finding/downloading the pilots directly from the CIVL 
ranking system, downloading turn points etc.  
SE asked if pilots’ track logs will be made public. According to AG that is the intention.  
 
AG has been working on the WPRS, which has grown in importance as a base for selection criteria. 
There are two things to consider:  

1) to be a valid category 2 competition the competition has to have two valid tasks,  
2) a valid category 2 competition can not have multiple rounds (no three weekends etc., all of 

these must be separate competitions). 
 
The meeting discussed who will participate in CIVL Plenary:  the ones that will participate are 
Sweden, Lithuania, Norway, Finland, Denmark, Iceland.  
Latvia will give a proxy to Lithuania.  
HPF takes contact with Estonia and asks if they can appoint a delegate and give a proxy to Sweden. 
 
 
12. External relations 
 
HPF/RV reported on recent developments in Sweden.  
 
Sweden: The Civil Aviation Authorities have raised a question if SSFF should pay for the 
responsibility to control paragliding in Sweden. The other issue is the risk in the future there will be 
a price for air space use.  
 
Swedish Accident Investigation Board (Haverikommissionen) has also indicated that it will not 
investigate PG/HG accidents in the future. SSFF needs to find a solution when this happened, we do 
not know yet.  
 
Finland: PG/HG the police investigate accidents if there is a suspicion of crime or the accident has 
led to a fatality. HG/PG instructors have discussed raising funds for investigations, for example if 
there is a clear trend that needs to be looked into. Stalling PGs in tow should have been 
investigated.  
 
Norway:  the police investigate fatalities. In practice it is the PG/HG association that runs the 
investigation. An experienced person evaluates other accidents/incidents. Clubs are required to have 
a safety “officer”. The aero club organisation in Norway has changed a lot, operational and political 
parts are separated. OE will report on this at next meeting.  
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Denmark:  the police investigate serious accidents; the association is informed about all accidents. 
There are two accident investigation boards in the country.  
 
Lithuania: HG/PG are not aircraft, so the police investigate. The HG/PG association will always try 
to find experts to assist police.  
 
Latvia: there have not been serious accidents yet so the routine is not clear. The ultralight 
association of Latvia and the CAA investigated a microlight (trike) accident.  
 
(AG left for the airport.)  
 
 
Insurance matters 
 
HPF showed a Power Point -presentation about the Swedish insurance system. HPF clarified that 
even insurance alternative Basic covers “Search and Rescue” costs.  
There was a lively discussion about insurances, because some countries, such as Denmark and 
Austria, have very high requirements for third party liability insurance.  
 
HP pointed out that for practical reasons Swedes do not organise comps in Austria and in Denmark.  
 
Denmark: third party insurance costs 70 euros/year/pilot.  
 
Sweden: third party insurance is 9 euros/year/pilot. 
Norway: has the same insurance company as Sweden  
 
Finland: has a third party liability insurance through Pohjola, the Swedish insurance (accident) is an 
additional voluntary one.  
 
Latvia: discussion on insurances is not actual at the moment.  
 
Lithuania: there is one company insuring aviation (a Russian-Lithuanian company) and it has for 
example sponsored HG/PG comps. Almost all pilots are insured. The association does not require 
accident insurance, third party liability insurance is mandatory.  
 
VG had attended a meeting concerning future European insurance requirements. VG will send the 
document to this meeting’s participants.  
 
 
13. Other matters  
 
EHPU 
 
HPF explained the idea of EHPU. Next annual EHPU meeting will be held the weekend after CIVL 
Plenary. Otherwise it has been quite quiet during 2005, no special issues are in discussion.  
ST mentioned that the membership fee for small countries is now very low (app. 25 e).  
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Women in paragliding 
 
RV told about the film (DVD) “Tjejveckan i Åre” which was given to all participants. The film has 
been a sort of visit card for SSFF. 
 
 
Things to take to Nordic/Baltic meeting 
 
HPF/RV were given the task to prepare a list of things to take to the meetings so that all runs 
smoothly. .  
 
 
14. Next meeting 2006 – Host country, date and place 
 
AJ: Latvia would like to host the next meeting in November 25

th
-26

th
 of November in Riga or 

Daugavpils.  
 
The meeting was happy to accept Latvia’s proposal.  
 
 
15. Closing of the meeting 
 
HPF thanked the participants for a successful meeting and closed the meeting at 12.30 on Sunday.  
 
  
 
 
 
Hans-Peter Fallesen  Riikka Vilkuna 
Chairman   Secretary 


